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Living Earth Crafts® Announces Launch of 
Mind-Sync® Harmonic Sleep Lounger 

Groundbreaking zero gravity lounger features clinically tested, Mind-Sync™ vibro-acoustic 
resonance therapy to support stress reduction, restorative meditation, and enhanced sleep. 

Vista, California (December 3, 2021) – Living Earth Crafts (www.livingearthcrafts.com), 
the spa industry’s most renowned manufacturer of premium spa equipment has 
announced the launch of the Mind-Sync™ Harmonic Sleep Lounger.  

LEC Mind-Sync™ Harmonic Sleep Lounger is an unattended, zero gravity treatment lounger 
designed to support stress and anxiety reduction and enhance restorative sleep states. The 
Mind-Sync Lounger combines clinically tested, vibro-acoustic sound therapy with perfect zero 
gravity positioning for accelerated guest restoration. Six (6) total immersion programs of 25-60 
minutes in length utilize four powerful, full spectrum transducers to flow Quantum Harmonic™ 
sound waves through the body. Noise cancelling headphones deliver two channels of 
proprietary brainwave entrainment frequencies, masked by gentle music and nature sounds to 
help over-ride our sympathetic nervous system (fight or flight), moving clients to the more 
relaxed, para-sympathetic control. Perfect for pre- and post- spa and wellness treatments, the 
Mind-Sync chair offers significant unattended revenue potential as both an add-on or 
standalone service. The experiential Mind-Sync Lounger is perfect for use in relaxation areas 
and/or dedicated treatment rooms.   

“We believe that the Mind-Sync Sleep Lounger has the ability to make dramatic improvements 
in the health and well-being of many members of our stressed-out, sleep deprived society. The 
results of even a 25-minute session can be transformative.” according to Jim Chenevey, CEO of 
Earthlite and Living Earth Crafts. Blake Feeney, VP of Business Development, sees great 
potential in the Mind-Sync Lounger’s application. “I am impressed with its intuitive touch screen, 
and ease of use, and relatively compact design. In these tight labor markets, my spa, medi-spa, 
and wellness clients are increasingly seeking unattended, effective wellness experiences to 
augment their traditional spa, medical, and beauty services. The Mind-Sync Harmonic Sleep 
Lounger is a perfect addition to their offerings.”  The Mind-Sync Lounger is available now for 
delivery in February.  MSRP has been set at $9,950.  

Visit https://www.livingearthcrafts.com/relaxation-furniture/spa-loungers.html or call Rachel 
Popplewell for more information on the Company and the Mind-Sync Harmonic Sleep Lounger. 
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About Earthlite and Living Earth Crafts  
Earthlite and its sister company Living Earth Crafts is the world’s most recognized manufacturer 
of spa and wellness equipment and supplies. Since 1973, Earthlite and LEC have led the 
industry in product innovation by marrying sustainable manufacturing with comfort, function, and 
style. The Company has built a vast array of patents and proprietary technologies to enhance its 
product performance. The 2021 ISPA Innovate Award represents the sixth time LEC has won 
the award in the Technology and Equipment category. In addition, the Company has also 
garnered national recognition being voted by readers of American Spa Magazine the 
Professionals Choice Award for “Favorite Treatment Table Manufacturer” and “Best Company  
for Product Support” for 10 years running. In 2016, LEC was awarded “Sustainable 
Manufacturer of the Year” by the Green Spa Network  
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